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Improving Performance of a Distributed File System Using a
Speculative Semantics-Based Algorithm
Talluri Lakshmi Siva Rama Krishna , Thirumalaisamy Ragunathan, and Sudheer Kumar Battula

Abstract: File-sharing semantics is used by the file systems for sharing data among concurrent client processes
in a consistent manner. Session semantics is a widely used file-sharing semantics in Distributed File Systems
(DFSs). The main disadvantage of session semantics is that writes to an open file are visible to the concurrent
client processes only during their next session. Recently, “linearizability semantics” was introduced in BlobSeer
DFS, in which a Read Client Process (RCP) can read only a previous version of a binary large object (blob), while
update operations are carried out on that blob in a concurrent manner. In this paper, we propose a new type of
file-sharing semantics, namely “speculative semantics”, which permits writes to an open file to be visible to other
concurrent processes provided that data consistency is not affected. In addition, we propose a new read algorithm
for DFSs based on speculative semantics and a new performance measurement metric called Currency. The
experimental results obtained using BlobSeer DFS indicate that the proposed read algorithm performs better than
the existing read algorithm of BlobSeer DFS.
Key words: distributed system; Hadoop; Blobseer; concurrency; speculation

1

Introduction

A Distributed System (DS) comprises a group of
autonomous computers that are networked together
and appear to users as a single coherent system. A
Distributed File System (DFS) is one of the core
components of a DS, which is used for storing and
sharing data among authorized users. File-sharing in
a DS is a complex and important feature.
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File-sharing semantics defines the procedure for
concurrent access to shared files by read and write
client programs. Many file-sharing semantics have
been proposed in Ref. [1]. One of the important filesharing semantics is POSIX, which was developed
for centralized file systems. In POSIX[2] semantics,
writes to a file must be immediately visible to all other
processes accessing the said file. POSIX semantics is
implemented in many operating systems developed for
centralized environments. In a distributed environment,
implementation of this semantics can cause extensive
inter-node communication. Hence, it is not beneficial
to use POSIX semantics for DFSs.
Andrew or session semantics is the widely used file
sharing semantics in DFSs. The main disadvantage
of session semantics is that writes to an open file
are not immediately visible to other concurrent client
processes working on same file. BlobSeer DFS abstracts
data as a long sequence of bytes called a binary
large object (blob) and creates a new version of a
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blob once the execution of the write system call
is completed. BlobSeer DFS follows linearizability
semantics for sharing blobs among concurrent client
processes. Under linearizability semantics, a read client
process can read the previous version of a blob while
a write system call is simultaneously executed by the
write client process for updating the same blob.
Most web applications deployed in DSs frequently
perform read operations on files and less frequently
perform write operations. Hence, reading the most
recently updated content from a DFS is a very important
research problem, and many real-time web applications
such as a “stock exchange system” require such a
facility.
Speculative Processing (SP) is followed in pipeline
processors for improving throughput[3] . The use of SP
has also been proposed in database systems to improve
the performance of transaction-processing systems[4, 5] .
We used SP to improve the performance of DFSs. In
this paper, we introduce a new type of file-sharing
semantics, namely, “speculative semantics” for DFSs.
In addition, we define a metric Currency based on
Ref. [6], which helps determine whether the data read
from a file is recent or old. Speculative semantics
permits the writes to an open file to be visible to
other concurrent processes under the condition that data
consistency is unaffected.
In this paper, we also propose a novel read algorithm
for DFSs based on speculative semantics. We assume
that a read client process reads a greater number of
blocks from a file, and a concurrent write client process
writes only a few blocks to the file. The proposed
algorithm permits a read client process (rp) to read
the modifications done by only one concurrent write
client process (wp), which initiated and completed its
execution before rp, and the file blocks modified by wp
are also read by the rp. In addition, we assume that wp
modifies the file blocks only once during its execution
in the system, and we allow rp to read the modifications
made by wp, provided such reading does not affect data
consistency. Note that such reading is not possible when
following session or linearizability semantics[7] .
Currently, many distributed applications are built
using Hadoop and BlobSeer DFSs, which either do
not permit concurrent rp and wp to access the same
range of bytes of a file (rbf) or permits rp to read
only the previous content of rbf, which is currently
being modified by the concurrent wp. Hence, the
proposed approach can be useful for improving the

performance of such DFSs. For example, the stock
exchange application can benefit from our approach
by allowing concurrent users to read the most recently
modified data from the DFS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In the next section, we describe how concurrent file
accesses are carried out in various DFSs. In Section
3, we discuss session, linearizability, and speculative
semantics. In Section 4, we discuss the Currency metric
and a few applications in which currency is considered
as very important. We describe the proposed algorithm
in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss our experimental
results. Section 7 lists the conclusion of this study and
outline of future works.

2

Related Work

In this section, we first discuss how concurrent
file accesses are carried out in the Network File
System (NFS), Andrew File System (AFS), and Coda
File System (CFS). Next, we discuss the need for
developing DFSs capable of storing, processing, and
analyzing large volumes of data. Then, we describe the
Google File System (GFS), Hadoop DFS (HDFS), and
BlobSeer DFS. Finally, we discuss the reasons behind
choosing BlobSeer DFS for implementing our proposed
algorithm.
2.1

Concurrent file access in NFS

The NFS is a popular DFS developed by Sun
Microsystems. An NFS server is a stateless server[1] ,
which means that the file access information of clients
is not stored in the server side main memory or disk.
However, the stateless server cannot control concurrent
access to its files and can therefore not guarantee file
system consistency. NFS presumes that clients will not
require making any concurrent modifications and does
not support this facility.
2.2

Concurrent file access in AFS

AFS was developed at Carnegie Mellon University.
The scalability issue[8] was overcome by assigning the
majority of the work to clients rather than to the server.
When a client opens a file present in AFS, a local
copy of the file is stored in the client. All subsequent
operations such as read and write use the local copy. In
AFS, a client process (C1) performs all modifications
to the local copy of the file, and the file is updated in
the server only when it is closed by C1[9] . This scheme
is called session semantics. In the case of concurrent
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writes, the modifications made by the client who last
closes the file are marked as the latest and are returned
to other clients; hence, modifications made by other
concurrent write clients are lost.
2.3

Concurrent file access in CFS

CFS is a descendant of AFS. In CFS, it is assumed that
concurrent updates are not of prime importance. The
policy of caching entire file to the local disk is followed
by both AFS and CFS. Moreover, CFS uses the call
back mechanism for maintaining cache coherency. The
most interesting feature of CFS is the disconnected
operation[10] , in which files can be accessed even if the
network connection has failed. To facilitate this, the file
is cached locally on a disk, and a client can update
the cached file even when the servers are inaccessible.
CFS uses the read-one write-all method. CFS is useful
for applications that require availability rather than
concurrent updates.
2.4

Need for developing DFS to support dataintensive computing

With the emergence of data-intensive computing,
paradigms such as Map-Reduce[11] have been
developed. The Map-Reduce paradigm exploits
parallelism at the data level to handle large data in
a scalable manner. Early DFSs such as NFS, AFS,
and CFS are unsuitable for distributed data-intensive
computing. GFS, HDFS, and BlobSeer DFS were
developed for processing, storing, and accessing
huge amounts of data in a distributed environment.
We discuss GFS, HDFS, and BlobSeer DFS in the
following subsections.
2.5

Concurrent file access in GFS

GFS[12] is a proprietary DFS developed by Google in
response to its own data storage needs. A centralized
metadata server, called the master, is responsible for
managing the directory hierarchy and the layout of each
file (which chunks make up the file and where they
are stored). GFS uses a relaxed consistency model.
In GFS, concurrent write operations are supported, but
the final result of doing so is undefined[12] . To enable
concurrent write and append operations, the master
employs a system of time-limited, expiring “leases”,
which guarantee exclusive permission to a process to
modify a chunk.
2.6

Concurrent file access in HDFS

HDFS is a distributed storage system developed under
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a popular open-source project called Hadoop[13] . HDFS
was modeled after GFS. It was designed to be
deployed on low-cost hardware; moreover, it has faulttolerant features and provides high throughput for dataintensive applications. In HDFS, file system metadata
and application data are stored in different nodes. To
improve the performance of Hadoop applications,
HDFS does not support POSIX standards. HDFS uses
a single-writer, multiple-reader model. According to
this model, at any time, only one write client process
can write data to a file and many read client processes
can read the same file simultaneously. In HDFS, we
cannot modify a file. However, the append operation is
supported in HDFS. Note that HDFS does not support
concurrent write operations.
2.7

Concurrent access in BlobSeer DFS

BlobSeer DFS is designed to deal with the needs
of data-intensive applications. Data is abstracted in
BlobSeer DFS as long sequences of bytes called a blob.
A blob comprises numerous pages, and its size can
vary from 64 MB to hundreds of gigabytes. Multiple
versions (snapshots) of blobs are available in BlobSeer
DFS to support concurrent access. The BlobSeer DFS
comprises architectural components as follows: (1)
Data Providers (DPs), (2) Provider Manager (PM), (3)
Metadata Providers (MPs), and (4) Version Manager
(VM). DPs are used to store data. The PM maintains
information on the available storage space in all DPs
and is responsible for scheduling the placement of
newly generated pages. The metadata information of
BlobSeer DFS is available from MPs. The VM is
responsible for assigning version numbers to blobs.
BlobSeer DFS is specifically optimized for an
efficient fine-grained access to massive distributed data
accessed under heavy concurrency[14] . BlobSeer DFS
supports read and update operations on blobs in addition
to other features such as efficient concurrent appends,
concurrent writes at random offsets, and versioning[15] .
Whenever a write client process updates a blob by
invoking a write system call, a new version is created for
that blob and recorded in the metadata server, provided
that the recording of the metadata of all previous
versions of that blob has already been completed.
BlobSeer DFS follows linearizability semantics for
sharing files among client processes, as discussed in the
next section.
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2.8

Reasons for selecting blobseer
implement our proposed algorithm

DFS

to

In a previous study[16] , we measured the performance of
read and write operations in HDFS. The experimental
results indicated that HDFS performs well with files
having a size greater than the default block size and vice
versa. In contrast, BlobSeer DFS[15] performs well with
both small and large files. Moreover, BlobSeer DFS
supports concurrent appends and concurrent writes at
random offsets. Hence, we employed BlobSeer DFS
for implementing our proposed algorithm.

3

Session, Linearizability, and Speculative
Semantics

File-sharing semantics specifies how multiple client
processes can access a shared file concurrently. In
this section, we discuss session, linearizability, and
speculative file-sharing semantics in detail.
3.1

Session semantics

Most DFSs have implemented Andrew or session
semantics for sharing files among concurrent processes.
A series of read and write accesses attempted by a client
to the same file between the open and close system
calls comprises a session. The main disadvantage of
session semantics is that writes to an open file (f1)
are not visible immediately to other concurrent client
processes that have opened f1. In other words, a Read
Client Process (RCP) can read modifications performed
on f1 by a concurrent Write Client Process (WCP) only
after that WCP closes f1. While the WCP updates f1,
the RCP can only read the old contents of f1 as opposed
to the modified contents of f1. The RCP can read the
updated contents of f1 only during its next session,
provided the WCP has already closed its session.
3.2

Linearizabiliy semantics

BlobSeer DFS follows linearizability semantics for
sharing blobs among concurrent client processes. In
BlobSeer DFS, whenever a WCP updates a blob by
invoking a write system call, a new version of that
blob is created and recorded in the metadata server,
provided that the recording of the metadata of all
previous versions of the said blob has already been
completed. Under linearizability semantics, the RCP
can read the previous version of a blob while a write
system call is simultaneously executed by a concurrent
WCP for updating the blob.

3.3

Speculative semantics

In this paper, we propose a new type of file-sharing
semantics, i.e., “speculative semantics”, in which writes
to an open file (f2) are visible to other concurrent client
processes that have opened f2. The condition here is
that such speculative reading should not affect data
consistency. Assume that a WCP modifies data d0 to
d1 and a concurrent RCP reads d1. Now, consider that
the WCP has successfully completed modifying the file
system at time t1 by executing the close system call.
Moreover, assume that at time t2, the RCP completes
the execution of the read system call by reading d1. The
RCP can complete its execution only if t1< t2, else the
RCP has to read only d0 and continue its execution. So,
more frequently RCPs can read the recent data from the
DFS by following speculative semantics.
3.4

Discussion

Under session semantics, an RCP must wait for session
completion to read the modified contents of a file.
Under linearizability semantics, an RCP must wait for
the completion of the write system call execution on a
blob to read the modified contents of that blob. Under
speculative semantics, an RCP can read the modified
contents of a file without waiting for the completion
of the write system call, provided that such reading
does not affect data consistency. If the reading of
the modified contents of a file affects data consistency,
then an RCP must read only the previous unmodified
contents of the file. Hence, speculative semantics is an
efficient file-sharing semantics compared with session
and linearizability semantics.

4

Data Currency and Example Applications

In this section, we first discuss the metric Currency,
which is useful for knowing whether the data read from
a file is recent or old. Next, we discuss applications in
which Currency is considered an important measure.
4.1

Data currency

Data currency expresses how up-to-date a given set of
data is for a task at hand. In this study, we use the term
Currency to denote Data currency. In this section, we
define the metric Currency based on a previous study[6] .
Suppose an RCP (R1) reads data object x from the
storage system. The Currency of x provided to R1 is
denoted by c.x/. Consider that x is created at time t3
by a WCP (W1). Now, consider that a new version of
x (x1 ) is created at time t5 by another WCP (W2). In
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addition, R1 starts its execution at t4 such that t4 < t5,
and the completion time of R1 is t6 such that t6 > t3
and t6 > t5. Then, c.x/ is the time difference between
the creation time of the data object version x, which
was read by R1, and the creation time of the most recent
version of x. If the value of c.x/ is zero, R1 has read the
most recent value. If c.x/ has a high positive value, R1
has read an old value. For a given case, if R1 has read
x1 , the value of c.x/ would be zero; if R1 has read x,
c.x/ would have high positive value. A low Currency
value indicates high data currency, high Currency value
indicates low data currency, and zero Currency value
indicates the highest data currency.
Assume that data d2 was created at time t7 and
the WCP modified data d2 to d3 and completed the
execution of the write system call at time t9. Moreover,
assume that the RCP concurrently started executing
the read system call at time t8 and the execution was
completed at time t10 such that t10 > t9, t10 > t7, t8 >
t7, and t8 < t9.
According to linearizability semantics, RCPs can
only read d2 and cannot read the modified version
(d3). Then, the currency value is computed as t9 t7,
which would be a high positive value; hence, the RCP
will be provided with low data currency. If speculative
semantics is followed in the above case, the RCP can
read the recent version d3, and the computed Currency
value is zero; such a reading does not affect data
consistency.
Consider the following example that describes
the computation of Currency under linearizability
semantics. Assume that a blob B of version v is
created at time instance 50 and the same blob B is
modified by a WCP to produce version v1 of B with
the WCP completing its execution at time instance
90. In addition, assume that at time instance 70, the
RCP started reading blob B, and it can read only the
old version v of B because version v1 of B is not
available when the RCP started its execution. Next,
we assume that the RCP has completed its execution
of the read procedure at time instance 110. Now, the
computed Currency value for the RCP is 40 (90–
50). The disadvantage here is that the RCP cannot read
the recent data, although the new version v1 is available
by the time of its completion.
We consider the above case and describe how
Currency is computed under speculative semantics. We
assume that at time instance 70, the RCP starts reading
blob B, and it can read both versions of B (v and v1)
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by creating additional thread. Next, we assume that the
execution of both threads (main thread and additional
thread) of the RCP is completed at approximately
time instance 120. Given that the WCP has already
completed its execution, the RCP can complete the
execution of the additional thread (which has read
version v1 of B) and ignore the effect of the main thread.
Now, the computed Currency value of the RCP is 0 (90
– 90). The advantage here is that the RCP is provided
with the most recent data.
4.2

Importance of data currency

The proposed speculative semantics is very useful for
various applications such as stock trading and realtime systems from the viewpoint of reading recently
modified data from the file system.
Consider a stock trading application that receives a
market feed of stock price changes occurring during a
trading day; moreover, consider that these stock prices
are stored in a DFS. Assume that a particular stock price
(S1) is stored in file f3 and updated at time t11 and
that a client (C2) of the said stock trading application
reads S1 at time t12 such that t12 > t11. If session
semantics is followed by the DFS, C2 might read the
updated value of S1 depending on the time of closing
f3. If linearizability semantics is followed by the DFS,
C2 might read the updated value of S1 depending
on the time of completing the write system call for
modifying S1. If speculative semantics is followed, C2
will definitely read the updated value of S1 because
t12 > t11. Hence, C2 can make a better decision if
speculative semantics is followed by the DFS.
In a real-time system such as a flight control system,
the data read by various sensors installed in an airplane
can be stored in the file system, which is entirely
maintained in the main memory. In such a system,
speculative semantics is useful to ensure that the flight
control application can read recently modified data from
the file system to make appropriate system-operationrelated decisions.

5

Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we first describe the architecture of a
DFS. Next, we discuss notations and assumptions used
in existing and proposed algorithms. Then, we describe
the existing read algorithm of the DFS. Subsequently,
we describe the proposed algorithm for the DFS, which
was developed based on speculative semantics. Finally,
we discuss an example to show that our algorithm reads
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data with high data currency from a file.
5.1

DFS architecure

We consider that a DFS has two components: Master
Node (MN) and Data Node (DN). The MN is the node
where the metadata of the DFS is stored, and the DN
is the node where data is stored and client processes are
executed. The DN is required to query the MN to obtain
the addresses of DNs where data is stored.
5.2







Notations and assumptions

Notations:
 RCP: read client process;
 WCP: write client process;
 f4 and f5: files accessed by RCPs and WCPs;
 Read: read procedure for DFS;
 Write: write procedure for DFS;
 MT: main thread of Read;
 ST: speculative thread of Read;
 SBO: starting byte offset;
 EBO: ending byte offset;
 SM: shared memory;
 Readbuf: buffer used by the MT of Read for
storing data read from f4;
 Writebuf: buffer used to store data modified by
Write on f4;
 Stbuf: buffer used to store data read by the ST of
Read from the SM of the data node where WCP is
being executed;
 ubs: updated blocks.
Assumptions:
 Only one MN and one or more DNs are available
in the DFS.
 Multiple RCPs and one WCP concurrently access
the file f4, and at least one block is common in
the range of blocks accessed by the RCPs and the
WCP. The RCPs and the WCP can run in the same
DN or in different DNs.
 A WCP executes the write system call only once
in a session.
 Whenever a file is being modified, its status is
updated in the MN.
 Existing Read (f4, SBO, EBO) is an existing
procedure specific to the DFS, and it is used for
reading the range of bytes from f4.
 Main Read Procedure (f4, SBO, EBO, Readbuf)
is the proposed read procedure in which the
following procedures are executed:
(1) Master Read (f4, SBO, EBO, Readbuf).
(2) Speculative Read (f4, SBO, EBO, Stbuf).








5.3

(3) Existing Read (f4, SBO, EBO).
Master Read (f4, SBO, EBO, Readbuf) is called
by the Main Read Procedure (f4, SBO, EBO,
Readbuf) to read specified blocks of f4 from DNs.
Speculative Read (f4, SBO, EBO, Stbuf) is called
by the Main Read Procedure (f4, SBO, EBO,
Readbuf) to read updated blocks from main
memory buffers where a WCP is being executed.
Check MN (f4) is the function used to verify
whether f4 is being modified by querying MN. If
f4 is modified, this function returns “true”, else it
returns “false.”
The new version of f4 is f5.
Version Check MN (f4) is the function that returns
the name of the latest version of file f.
Both ST and MT are executed concurrently.
Read Metadata (f4, SBO, EBO) is the procedure
used to obtain a list of data blocks and the DNs
where these blocks are stored.
The Write procedure is registered with the MN by
providing details as follows: (1) blob identification
number; (2) IP address of the system where the
invoking WCP is being executed; and (3) SBO and
EBO of the data to be modified in the blob.
Existing read algorithm of DFS

To read a range of bytes from a file, a client contacts
MN and specifies the file name, range of bytes to
be read from the file, and address of the local buffer
where the data will be stored. In response, the MN
first verifies whether the file is available in the file
system. If the file is not available, an error message
is generated. If the file is available, the MN determines
the file blocks that contain the requested range of bytes.
Next, the MN sends to the client the list of nearest DNs
where requested data blocks are available. Thereafter,
the client fetches the first data block from the nearest
DN and places it in the local buffer. If multiple data
blocks are to be read by the client, the relevant data
blocks from various DNs can be fetched in parallel. The
Existing Read (f4, SBO, EBO, Readbuf) procedure is
shown in Algorithm 1.
5.4

Proposed read algorithm

To read a range of bytes from a file, a client contacts
the MN by specifying the file name, range of bytes to
be read from the file, and address of the local buffer
where the data will be stored. In response, first, the
MN verifies whether the file is available in the file
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Algorithm 1 Existing Read (f4, SBO, EBO, Readbuf)
1: if f4 is not available then
2:
Send File not available error message to the client
3: else
4:
Read Metadata (f4, SBO, EBO)
5:
for all b blocks of f4 in parallel do
6:
read b from corresponding nearest DN into Readbuf
7:
end for
8: end if

system. If the file is not available, an error message
is generated. If the file is available, the MN calculates
the blocks of the file that contain the requested range of
bytes. Meanwhile, the client requests the MN to check
whether the requested file is being modified. If the
file is not being modified, the existing read procedure
of DFS is followed. If the file is being modified, the
client creates ST, and ST starts reading the modified
blocks from the WCP and places them in the local
buffer. Meanwhile, the MN sends to the client the list
of nearest DNs where the requested data blocks are
available. Thereafter, the MT of the client fetches the
first data block from the nearest DN and places it in the
local buffer. If multiple blocks are to be read by the
client, the relevant data blocks from various DNs can
fetched in parallel by the MT by spawning additional
threads. Note that both ST and MT are executed in
a parallel manner. The Main Read Procedure(f4, SBO,
EBO, Readbuf) procedure is shown in Algorithm 2.
5.5

Example

We discuss an example to show the efficiency of the
proposed algorithm. Consider that a file f4 already
exists in the DFS. An RCP has to read a few specific
blocks of f4. If f4 is being modified by a WCP, then
RCP creates ST. On behalf of RCP, MT is already
being executed, and both ST and MT are executed
concurrently. Note that ST concurrently reads updated
blocks from the buffers of WCP and stores these blocks
in its local buffer. Similarly, MT reads the existing
blocks of f4 from the DNs and stores these blocks in
its local buffer. This read operation can be performed in
parallel because the DFS stores replicated copies of the
data blocks in different DNs.
If the read operation is completed by the MT of RCP,
the Master Read(f4, SBO, EBO, Readbuf) procedure
queries MN for an updated copy of f4. If the updated
copy of f4 (f5) is available, the MT of RCP waits for the
completion of ST. Once ST is completed, the contents
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Algorithm 2 Main Read Procedure (f4, SBO, EBO, Readbuf)
/* This is the Main Read procedure */
1: if f4 is not available then
2:
Send File not available error message to the client
3: else
4:
Value=Check MN(f4)
5:
if Value=“true” then
6:
Execute Speculative Read (f4, SBO, EBO, Stbuf)
/* This is ST*/
7:
Execute Master Read (f4, SBO, EBO, Readbuf)
/*This is MT*/
8:
/* Both MT and ST are executed in parallel */
9:
else
10:
Execute Existing Read (f4, SBO, EBO, Readbuf)
11:
/*This is MT*/
12:
end if
13: end if
Speculative Read (f4, SBO, EBO, Stbuf)
1: ST is created
2: ST gets the IP address of the system where WCP is being
executed.
3: for all ubs of f4 in parallel do
4:
read the updated block from WCP and store that block in
Stbuf
5: end for
Master Read (f4, SBO, EBO, Readbuf)
1: Read Metadata (f4, SBO, EBO)
2: for all b blocks of f4 do
3:
read the block from the nearest DN into Readbuf
4: end for
5: Value=version Check MN(f4)
6: if Value=“f5” then
7:
/*New version f5 is created */
8:
wait for the completion of ST
9:
if ST is completed then
10:
Combine the contents of Readbuf and Stbuf into
Readbuf
11:
end if
12: else
13:
Terminate ST
14: end if

of Readbuf and Stbuf are combined and stored in
Readbuf. Otherwise, ST is terminated. The advantage
from the viewpoint of the RCP is that it can read the
most recent data.
From the above example, we understand that the
performance of read operation can be improved because
the RCP can fetch the data directly from the main
memory buffers of the WCP before a new stable version
of f4 is recorded in the file system. However, the RCP
must wait for successful update of metadata to complete
its execution.
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6

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the experimental
environment employed for evaluation of the proposed
algorithm, overview of our experiments, and the
experimental results.
6.1

Experimental environment

Our test platform was built on a cluster consisting of
eight nodes. Each node was equipped with a 2.9 GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo Processor, 2 GB RAM, and a 500 GB
SATA hard disk. We installed Ubuntu-12.04, kernel
3.2.1, on these nodes and installed Blobseer version
1.1 on top of it. In the eight available nodes, a
metadata provider was installed in one node and a
version manager and a provider manager were installed
in two different nodes. The remaining five nodes were
used as data providers. We modified the read procedure
of BlobSeer DFS according to the requirements of our
proposed algorithm.
6.2

Overview of experiments

We fixed the page size to 32 KB and considered that
RCPs read an entire blob at once, which consisted of
1000 pages in this case. We considered the closedqueue model for submitting RCPs and WCPs to the data
providers of the BlobSeer DFS. The maximum number
of processes (RCPs and WCPs combined together)
running at a time in the data providers was varied
from 10 to 50 for performance measurement in the
experiments 1, 3, 6, and 10. Moreover, we considered
that at a given time, only 20% of WCPs and 80%
of RCPs run in the data providers. In the second and
fourth experiments, we considered that sixteen RCPs
and four WCPs are executed in the system and varied
the number of pages being modified from 10 to 50.
Further, we considered that RCPs read the entire blob,
which consists of 1000 pages in this case. In the first
and third experiments, we fixed the number of pages
being modified to 25 and varied the numbers of RCPs
and WCPs from 8 to 40 (in steps of 8) and from 2 to 10
(in steps of 2), respectively.
6.3

Fig. 1 Average data currency versus number of processes in
the cluster.

followed in BlobSeer DFS. This is because for most of
the time, RCPs read the data modified by concurrent
WCPs. Figure 2 shows the average data currency
performance of RCPs when the number of pages
modified by the WCPs is varied. Here too, SSR
performs better than LSR. Figures 3 and 4 show the
average read access times of RCPs. We can observe
that the average read access time of the RCPs for

Fig. 2 Average data currency versus number of pages
modified by WCPs.

Experimental results

Figure 1 shows the average data currency performance
of RCPs in the scenario where the number of processes
is varied. We can observe that the average data currency
of our proposed Speculative Semantics-based Read
algorithm (SSR) is better than that of the existing
Linearizability Semantics-based Read algorithm (LSR)

Fig. 3 Average read access time versus number of processes
in the cluster.
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Fig. 4 Average read access time versus number of pages
modified by WCPs.

the proposed SSR algorithm is slightly higher than
that of the existing LSR algorithm of BlobSeer DFS.
This increase in time is ascribed to the communication
among that happens between RCP, WCP, and the
version manager.
Figure 5 shows the number of speculative threads
completed for a scenario where number of RCPs and
WCPs are fixed to 16 and 4, respectively, and the
number of modified pages is varied from 10 to 50.
Figure 6 shows the number of speculative threads
completed when the number of modified pages is fixed
to 25 and the number of processes is varied from 10
to 50. We can observe from both Figs. 5 and 6 that
approximately 60% of speculative threads completed
which enable 60% of RCPs to read the concurrently
modified data from the DFS. Figure 7 shows details
pertaining to the number of speculative threads created,
completed, and not completed when varying the number
of RCPs and by fixing the number of modified pages
to 25. We can observe that around 60% of the
speculative threads complete their execution, which

Fig. 5 Number of speculative threads completed while
varying the number of modified pages.
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Fig. 6 Number of speculative threads completed while
varying the number of processes.

Fig. 7

Number of read processes versus number of STs.

indicates that a greater number of RCPs read the
recent data written to the DFS. Figure 8 shows details
pertaining to the execution time taken by the completed
STs and incomplete STs. We can observe that time
taken by the incomplete STs is considerably lesser
than that taken by the completed STs; hence, the
processing time wasted by these incomplete STs is
very less. Note that modern multi-core processors
have abundant computing capability. Therefore, the

Fig. 8

Time taken by completed and incomplete STs.
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processing capacity required by both the completed
and the incomplete STs can be provided by computer
systems built using multi-core processors.
Figure 9 depicts the registration overhead incurred for
WCPs. Approximately, 0.027 ms is spent by a WCP
to register its details with the MN. Figure 10 shows
the time required by the RCPs to check with the MN
whether a requested file is currently being modified
by a concurrent WCP. We observe that approximately
0.03 ms is spent by an RCP for checking with the
MN. Figure 11 shows the waiting time of the RCPs
for the completion of STs to read the modifications
made by the concurrent WCPs. An RCP has to wait
for approximately 0.001 ms for completion of the STs.
Owing to these overheads, the average block read
access time of the proposed SSR algorithm is slightly
higher than that of the LSR algorithm used in BlobSeer
DFS.
6.4

Discussion

Our experimental study reveals that an RCP can read the
new version of a blob as the blob is being modified by
following our proposed SSR algorithm. In contrast, the

Fig. 9

Registration overhead of WCPs.

Fig. 10

Verification overhead for RCPs.

Fig. 11

RCP waiting time for the completion of STs.

existing LSR algorithm allows the RCP to read only the
old version of the blob when the blob is being modified.
Overall, we conclude that the proposed SSR algorithm
performs better than the existing read algorithm of
BlobSeer DFS given its ability to read the recent data
written to the DFS.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a new type of file-sharing
semantics called “Speculative semantics” and defined
the metric Currency. In addition, we proposed a novel
speculative semantics-based read algorithm for DFS.
We implemented the proposed algorithm in Blobseer
DFS and conducted experiments by varying the size of
data and the numbers of read and write client processes
in the system. The results of the experiments indicate
that read client processes are able to read recent data
in most of the cases without affecting data consistency.
Hence, the proposed algorithm is useful for applications
such as a stock exchange system, where data Currency
is important and the availability of recent data will help
users make better decisions.
The proposed algorithm permits a read client process
to read the modifications made to a file by only one
write client process that has started and completed its
execution before the read client process, and the write
client process modifies blocks of that file only once
during its execution. As future work, we plan to develop
an algorithm that permits a read client process to read
the modifications made by multiple concurrent write
client processes on a file even when the write client
processes might have started their execution after the
read client process and completed their execution before
completion of the read client process, and the write
client processes might have modified the blocks of that
file more than once.
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